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Executive Summary
There is a continuing case for the Office of Energy
In May 2015, Vivid Economics published an
initial report on the Office of Energy. It made
the case for a new role in the energy sector
to enhance confidence by providing trusted
and clear analysis. Stakeholders continue
to support this case, especially with recent
changes in the energy policy landscape and
the CMA’s provisional finding of a ‘lack of
robustness and transparency in regulatory
decision-making’. This report first considers the
form and function of the Office, then develops
three Terms of Reference (ToRs) which provide
clear and actionable options, to illustrate how
the Office could fulfil this role and how it
could be established.

The scope of the Office would be limited.
It would work within pre-agreed terms and it
would not comment on policies or recommend
alternative policy options, unless requested
by government. However, it is likely that its
outputs would be used to inform political
decisions, so the Office would be most
effective if it has an institutional form that
allows it to deliver its technical functions
with impartiality.

There are three institutional options to
deliver the purpose and activities:
Option One:
the Office keeps an account of the UK’s
recent performance in delivering an
affordable, secure and low carbon energy
supply, as a function within Ofgem.

The Office has a clear, threefold purpose:
–	to improve trust by providing an
authoritative account of the performance
of policy objectives;
–	to provide transparency on the outcomes
of policy, regulatory and market
developments on public and private
objectives; and
–	to enhance policy predictability by
providing foresight on the balance
between policy objectives, so that
emerging challenges can be
proactively managed.

Option Two:
the Office analyses the future performance
in delivering an affordable, secure and
low carbon energy supply, and provides
analysis of the energy system to support the
implementation of policy, operating as an
independent Non-Departmental Public Body.

The Office could undertake four main
activities to deliver this purpose. These
activities are:
–	account for recent energy system
performance, in terms of security,
affordability and decarbonisation;
– project future energy system performance;
–	provide transparent analysis to support
policy implementation; and
–	advise on strategic policy and
infrastructure decisions.
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Option Three:
the Office provides strategic advice on
energy technology, business model and
EU regulatory trends, the implications of
these trends for an affordable, secure and
low carbon energy supply, and resulting
infrastructure priorities, as a function of the
National Infrastructure Commission.

These options are not mutually exclusive
and may be combined. All three options
could be implemented in separate institutions
without overlap of their activities, although
there may be some duplication of skills. The
options could also be combined in one or two
institutions, rather than three. In particular, if
an independent body were to be established
then some or all options could reside within it.
Existing bodies can deliver Options One and
Three. Current energy institutions have the
skills to host all the functions of the Office, but
if they were to do so there could be conflicts
with their incentives to provide unbiased
analysis, or with their mandates, for example
the mandate of the CCC. Careful distribution
of the roles could mitigate this, with Ofgem
providing an account of recent performance
(Option One) and the NIC offering strategic
policy and infrastructure advice (Option Three).
An independent body is required to project
energy system performance and provide
transparent analysis to support policy
implementation. This is Option Two of
the ToRs. These two activities are likely to
require the impartiality that an independent
body provides because projections require
judgement, which could otherwise be
influenced, and transparency is best achieved
when the body has no incentive to be opaque.
Many stakeholders place a high value on the
impartial delivery of these activities, but this
value must be weighed against the increased
complexity of policy making and additional
public expenditure that an independent
Office would entail. The likely public
expenditure would be £2-4 million per year,
in line with analogous bodies, some of which
could come from transferring functions from
DECC and Ofgem.

An independent Office would follow the
precedent set in many other policy areas,
and could be justified according to existing
government criteria. The need for an
independent body is primarily to provide an
institutional setting where current technical
functions can be effective; that is to say these
functions produce analysis that is trusted,
supports predictable policy making, and are
transparent about the outcomes of policy,
regulatory and market developments on
public and private objectives. Many areas of
government have an independent body for
such purposes, and energy has independent
bodies for single issues, such as the CCC
and the Fuel Poverty Action Group. These
precedents suggest that an independent body
which considers the range of issues across the
energy system, as described by Option Two,
could add sufficient value to justify its costs. In
particular, if the impartiality of an independent
Office means that its analysis promotes
commercial considerations, for example by
reducing the risk to, and therefore cost of,
investments by reducing the likelihood of
reactive policy changes, then the Office would
meet government criteria for independence.
The challenge of introducing new
institutional roles can be mitigated through
well-designed ToRs. All institutional changes
are rightly met with caution and concern
over their political feasibility. However, the
UK has a strong track record of establishing
effective public bodies to provide technical
analysis. Vivid Economics reviewed the
founding documents of twelve such bodies to
identify best practice for the Office of Energy
ToR options. A best practice ToR has eight
elements. Four of these define the function of
a body, by describing its purpose, activities,
outputs and audience. The other four define
its institutional form, by describing its location
independent from, or within, other public
bodies, to whom it is accountable, its principles
of operation, which describe the values it
will work under, and the required human and
financial resources. For each option, choices
for each element are described and explained
to provide clear and actionable descriptions of
what the option could do and how it could be
established, so that stakeholders can discuss
their value, challenges and political feasibility.
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The political and energy policy landscape
has changed since May 2015. The first report
was published shortly after the General
Election. Our research and interviews with
stakeholders occurred under the widely-held
expectation of a coalition government. The
Conservative majority has led to a renewed
focus on affordability (DECC, 2015b). As a
consequence, subsidies for onshore wind will
end, there have been changes to the Feedin Tariff and Renewable Obligation schemes
to control public costs, and funding has
been ended for the Green Deal. Other policy
developments have included fast-tracking of
shale gas planning applications and support
for the new Hinkley Point C nuclear reactor.
The changing landscape supports the case for
an Office of Energy as these decisions have
generated further criticism and controversy
among energy stakeholders. These include the
plan by Drax to end further investment in the
White Rose Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
project due to ‘a drastically different financial
and regulatory environment’ (Drax, 2015), and
the CBI’s call for a period of policy stability and

an ‘honest debate with the public about our
energy future’ (CBI, 2015).
The CMA’s energy market investigation
provisional report found a ‘lack of robustness
and transparency in regulatory decisionmaking’. As a consequence, the CMA proposed
a number of remedies, including remedy
number 15: ‘more effective assessment of
trade-offs between policy objectives and
communication of impact of policies on prices
and bills’ (CMA, 2015a). The CMA recognises
that trusted and clear analysis of trade-offs
would assist effective policy formulation
and benefit a wider audience of energy
stakeholders, and it is seeking further views
on the effectiveness and proportionality of
options to deliver this analysis.
The CMA’s questions on remedy number 15
focus on whether further analysis is required
and how it could be delivered. The issues for
remedy number 15 are whether there is:
a)

sufficient assessment of policy trade-offs;

b)

sufficient scrutiny of assessments;

c)

sufficient dissemination of assessments;

d)	a role for DECC and/or Ofgem in these
assessments;
e)	a need for further authoritative analysis;
and
f)	a case for an independent body to
provide this analysis.
These questions are considered throughout
this report.
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The value of independent advisory bodies
has been reconfirmed by the government. In
September, the Treasury reviewed the Office
of Budget Responsibility (OBR), an analogue
for the Office of Energy, and found that it
had improved the credibility of the UK’s fiscal
framework and reduced the perception of
bias associated with forecasts (HM Treasury,
2015a). In October, the Chancellor announced
the independent National Infrastructure
Commission (NIC), to offer ‘unbiased analysis
of the UK’s long-term infrastructure needs’.
One of the NIC’s three initial areas of focus
is on ‘how to ensure investment in energy
infrastructure can meet future demand in the
most efficient way’ (HM Government, 2015).
This report explores whether an Office could
offer similar value, and also seeks to clarify the
potential role of the Office relative to the NIC.
Stakeholders continue to be supportive.
Feedback after the launch of the first report,
further interviews, and a workshop in August,
suggest evolving support for a function that
provides trusted and clear analysis of policy
trade-offs. Many stakeholders support a role
that provides information for future policy
decisions, rather than solely keeping an
account of recent performance. There is also
a common opinion that greater transparency
in both operational and strategic policy
making would be beneficial, given the impact
of these decisions on public spending and
private sector market participants. Operational
decisions concern the implementation of
policy, such as Contracts for Difference (CfD)
technology allocations in Electricity Market
Reform (EMR). Strategic decisions consider
what policies may be needed to achieve
objectives over the longer term. For example,
policies which respond to energy technology
trends. However, while supporting a broader
role, stakeholders perceive real challenges in
finding a form for the Office that is appropriate
to its function.

The purpose of this report is to provide
illustrative Terms of Reference for different
options for the Office of Energy. A Terms
of Reference (ToR) is a short document that
describes what a body will do – its function,
and how the body will be set up to deliver its
function – its form. It is increasingly common
for a ToR to be developed as the first stage
of establishing a public body, for example
the OBR (HM Treasury, 2010), the Regulatory
Policy Committee (HM Government, 2012),
the Financial Policy Committee (HM Treasury,
2015b) and the Low Pay Commission (HM
Government, n.d.). By providing a set of ToRs
covering the options for an Office of Energy,
the intention of this report is to provide clear
and actionable descriptions of what the Office
could do and how it could be established.
This should meet stakeholder requests
for further, more detailed, discussion. The
report first analyses the key issues regarding
form and function, before describing three
illustrative ToRs

2 Function of the Office
Accounting for performance and providing transparency

2.1 Purpose of the Office
The core function of the Office is to enhance
confidence by providing trusted and clear
energy analysis. As presented in the first
report and recognised by the CMA, such
analysis would enable policymakers to make a
more effective assessment of the performance
of policy objectives. It would also help them
communicate any trade-offs to stakeholders,
for example the impacts of policies on
energy bills. The type of analysis required is
determined by three broad challenges.
First, energy policy objectives often
interact. DECC’s purpose is to ‘make sure
the UK has secure, clean, affordable energy
supplies’ (DECC, 2015a), where clean energy
primarily refers to decarbonisation. However,
improvements in one objective often occur
at the expense of another, a challenge that is
commonly referred to as the energy trilemma.
Second, public and private bodies face
different incentives to deliver secure, clean
and affordable energy. Public intervention
in privately-supplied energy markets has
increased in recent years with the growing
importance of decarbonisation and security
of supply. This has required new policies that
have triggered a major change in commercial
strategies. At the same time, energy prices
are driven by global markets, and UK gas and
electricity supply and acquisition is being
investigated by the CMA for competition
issues. So actions by the private sector can
have a significant effect on public objectives.
The challenge is that, because of different
incentives, actions in the public or private
sector can have adverse consequences
for the other sector. Yet, if these adverse
consequences are identified early and
minimised, then policy objectives are most
likely to be met as both sectors can work
towards the same objective.

Third, the recent balance between
priorities has been subject to some
reactive adjustment, rather than proactive
management. There are stated policy
commitments to security of supply,
decarbonisation and the impact of policy
costs on affordability. Security is governed by
a reliability standard for electricity and gas1.
Decarbonisation is governed by the Carbon
Budgets and the EU ETS cap. The Levy Control
Framework (LCF) caps the cost of levy-funded
energy and climate change policies. However,
even though these criteria are clear, it has
been a challenge for the energy system, in
particular electricity, to operate within these
limits in recent years. This has led to rapid
adjustments at short notice, rather than early
identification of problems and an orderly
response. For example the Contingency
Balancing Reserves, criticised by the House
of Lords as ‘not a good example of how the
trilemma can be most effectively balanced’
(Science and Technology Select Comittee,
2015), and the recent reversal of support to
low carbon power to control LCF costs.

1	For electricity to have a Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) of no more than 3 hours per year (DECC, 2013) and for gas supply to meet a 1-in-20 peak
demand level (DECC, 2015c)
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In summary, the purpose of the Office is to provide analysis that can be used to resolve
these challenges. The analysis the Office could provide includes: descriptions of the relative
performance of policy objectives, the effects of policy, regulatory and market developments on
public and private objectives, and foresight on the balance between policy objectives, so that
emerging challenges can be proactively managed.
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2.2 Activities of the Office
These three challenges suggest two main
types of activity for the office. The first type
of activity is to provide an overall account
of energy system performance, in terms of
security, decarbonisation and affordability, so
that the recent and future balance of policy
objectives is clear. The second type of activity
is to provide transparency on the technical
analysis that supports policy decisions, so
that private sector participants can trust
the stability of a policy, and understand the
circumstances under which it might change.
The Office could provide an account of
recent performance. An account of recent
performance would summarise indicators for
each policy objective in a scorecard, updated
on a periodic (quarterly) basis. The account
could describe the change in indicators
over the period and key reasons for these
changes. Such an account would make the
current status of security, decarbonisation and
affordability clear so that stakeholders have
a common fact-base when debating policy
changes. Public accountability could also be
enhanced if the Office was required to write
an open letter to the Secretary of State if
performance is outside a policy-determined
range, similar to the Bank of England’s inflation
letter to the Chancellor.
The Office could project future performance
given current policies. This would, with
appropriate treatment of uncertainty, describe
how security, decarbonisation and affordability
may evolve in the future. This would help
identify emerging challenges ahead of time so
that they can be proactively managed. It may
also encourage commitment by government,
as the consequences of policy changes would
be made clear and so require justification.
A forecast may also provide a long term signal
on the direction of policy to stakeholders,
and therefore support cost-effective and
timely investment.
The Office could also assess the performance
of alternative policies, but this may only be
at the request of the Secretary of State. If
the Office is able to project performance given
current policies, then it will have the analytical
tools to consider the effects of alternative
policies. However, as discussed in Section
2.3, the feasible remit of the Office is likely to
exclude the suggestion of alternative policies.

So the options for assessment would have to
be provided by DECC, with the Office providing
a robust analysis of impacts on security,
decarbonisation and affordability.
DECC recognises the need for external
scrutiny of some EMR decisions. A Panel of
Technical Experts has been established to
scrutinise the analysis carried out by National
Grid in its role as EMR Delivery Body, in
particular its recommendations on the level of
capacity to be procured. In 2014, £1 billion of
capacity was purchased on the basis of these
recommendations (DECC, 2015d), with more
procurement planned in the future. The Panel
consists of four experts, each providing 0 to 5
days per month (DECC, 2014b), equivalent to
approximately 1 full time equivalent per year.
This may be an insufficient level of scrutiny
for the level of public spending, with the
Panel itself recognising it must prioritise its
scrutiny due to time constraints (DECC, 2014a).
However the establishment of the Panel
demonstrates a recognition by DECC that
independent analysis is required. Even if EMR
evolves from its current form, the model of
price support for low carbon electricity being
sold into a competitive market plus capacity
procurement is likely to persist given the low
carbon transition, or possibly be replaced by
a model with even greater management of
the market by policymakers. So the need for
transparency on operational policy decisions is
likely to persist.
The Office could provide transparent analysis
to support policy implementation. DECC
must make a large number of decisions
when implementing policy. Many of these
decisions are technical and do not affect the
strategic aims of policy. However, they may
have significant consequences, particularly
on energy suppliers, investors and bills.
For example, to implement EMR, DECC
makes decisions on the reference price,
administrative strike prices, the overall CfD
budget and its allocation to technology groups
– yet these choices define the size, shape and
cost of the UK’s power supply. Stakeholders
say that there is insufficient transparency on
how these operational parameters are set
and this undermines trust between industry
and the government. DECC could increase the
transparency of its own analysis. Alternatively,
an independent body could answer these
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do more than provide clear and trusted information, then this could open it up to criticism over methodology
or bias, which could detract from the valuable service of information provision. As a consequence, this report
Terms of
Reference
for the Office
suggests, as an option, a scope with less direct influence on policy making
than
analysis: providing
an of Energy
account.
Office could be to identify long term trends,
consider the impact of these on energy
sources and uses, and provide advice on policy
changes across departments and required
infrastructure investments.

The Office could advise on strategic
policy and infrastructure decisions. The
energy system is linked to responsibilities of
departments beyond DECC, such as DfT for
transport, BIS for industrial competitiveness
and DCLG for energy efficiency and fuel
poverty. It also faces large potential for
disruptive technologies, such as storage
and smart grids, as well as new business
models and regulatory developments, such as
distributed generation and further integration
into EU energy markets. The rapidly declining
costs of solar PV, the resulting high levels
of installation and associated subsidy costs,
and subsequent policy reversals show
that technological innovation has already
disrupted the sector. Stakeholders suggest
that policymakers will need to anticipate and
respond to these trends via a ‘whole system’
approach to meet decarbonisation targets
in a cost-effective way. An activity of the

In summary, the activities of the Office
could cover an account of recent and
future performance, as well as support on
implementation and strategy for policy
decisions. If the Office provided
an account of performance it would
provide stakeholders with a fact-base
when debating policy changes and,
if forward-looking, provide foresight on
emerging challenges ahead of time so
that they can be proactively managed.
If the Office provided transparent analysis
to support policy implementation then it
would clarify the consequences of policy
on public and private objectives. If it
provided strategic support it would provide
foresight on broader developments, their
consequences and possible long term
trade-offs between policy

2.3 Scope of the Office
The scope of public bodies describes
their influence on policy making. Policy
making is the prerogative of government
departments, as they are democratically
accountable. Non-Departmental Public
Bodies (NDPBs) and similar bodies do still
influence policy making. Vivid Economics
reviewed seven bodies analogous to
the Office of Energy. The scope of these
bodies covers a range, from analysing,
which has the least influence on policy,
to promotion of an objective, which can
induce policies to be put in place. This
range is summarised in Table 1.

A narrower scope is to provide an account.
Energy policy is a contentious topic, with a
large number of stakeholders, many of whom
do not agree on the facts of energy system
performance. If the Office were to do more
than provide clear and trusted information,
then this could open it up to criticism over
methodology or bias, which could detract
from the valuable service of information
provision. As a consequence, this report
suggests, as an option, a scope with less
direct influence on policy making than analysis:
providingan account.
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Table 1. The scope of public bodies normally ranges from analysis to promotion of policy

Table 1.

→

technical questions on behalf of DECC, and
incorporate the current responsibilities of
the Panel. An independent body, gaining no
benefit from being opaque, may increase
stakeholder confidence the most and more
readily identify adverse consequences to both
the public and private sector.

Increasing scope
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Source:

The scope of public bodies normally ranges from analysis to promotion of policy
Scope

Description

Example

Promote

Recommends enforceable actions to
achieve policy objectives

Competition and Markets Authority

Scrutinise

Evaluates policy on its success or failure
in achieving objectives

National Audit Office
Independent Commission for Aid Impact

Advise

Suggests actions to be taken on the basis
of analysis

Committee on Climate Change
Fuel Poverty Action Group
Low Pay Commission

Analyse

Estimates policy effects in the context of
objectives

Office of Budget Responsibility

Account

Provides information relevant to policy
objectives

Office of Energy may just provide an
account

Vivid Economics

The Office’s scope would be, at the most, to advise – and most likely it would analyse or provide an

The Office’s scope would be, at the most,
as strategic investment needs for energy
account.
Energy
is inherently
political,
but lacks a infrastructure.
clear incentive for
put it at
arm’s
length, as,
to advise
– and
most
likely it would
analyse
So,politicians
the Officetowould
work
within
for
example,
is
the
case
with
NICE.
Furthermore,
some
stakeholders
suggest
that
politicians
have
found
the
or provide an account. Energy is inherently
pre-agreed terms and it would not comment
political,
lacks aremit
cleartoincentive
for challenge. These
on policies
or recommend
CCC’sbut
advisory
be a difficult
observations
suggest thatalternatives.
an Office that is limited to
politicians
it at arm’s
length,isas,
its outputs
would
likely
be used
analysistoorput
providing
an account
thefor
most likely However,
to be feasible.
If the Office
were
to advise,
it would be on
example, is the case with NICE. Furthermore,
to inform political decisions, such
specific, pre-defined, topics, such as strategic investment needs for energy infrastructure. So, the Office
some stakeholders suggest that politicians
as the appropriate balance of policy
work
termsto
and
commentTherefore
on policiesits
or form,
recommend
alternatives.
havewould
found
the within
CCC’s pre-agreed
advisory remit
beitawould not
objectives.
discussed
in
However,
its
outputs
would
likely
be
used
to
inform
political
decisions,
such
as
the
appropriate
difficult challenge. These observations suggest Section 3, will need to insulate the Office balance of
thatpolicy
an Office
that isTherefore
limited toitsanalysis
or
from political
objectives.
form, discussed
in Section
3, will pressure.
need to insulate the Office from political
providing
an
account
is
the
most
likely
to
be
pressure.
feasible. If the Office were to advise, it would
be on specific, pre-defined, topics, such
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2.4	Key issues on the functions of the Office a ToR
must address
There are three sets of issues relating to the
functions of the Office that a ToR must address.
These cover the purpose, activities and scope of
the Office, and are summarised below.

The potential activities of the Office include:

The purpose of the Office could be to:

–	projecting future energy system performance;

–	
improve trust by providing an authoritative
account of the performance of policy
objectives;

–	assessing the impacts of alternative policies,
at the invitation of the Secretary of State;

–	provide transparency on the outcomes of
policy, regulatory and market developments
on public and private objectives; and
–	enhance policy predictability by providing
foresight on the balance between policy
objectives, so that emerging challenges can be
proactively managed.

–	accounting for recent energy system
performance, in terms of security, affordability
and decarbonisation;

–	providing transparent analysis to support
policy implementation; and
–	advising on strategic policy and infrastructure
decisions.
The Office’s scope would be, at the most,
to advise – and most likely it would analyse
or account. A stronger scope for the Office would
be to scrutinise or promote but stakeholders
suggest these are neither necessary nor feasible.

3 Form of the Office
There are strong precedents for an independent Office
The function of the Office may require a new
body, or may be a new role within an existing
body. The form of the Office should maximise the
benefits of its function, and these benefits should
outweigh the increased complexity of policy
making and additional public expenditure due to
the Office. This section looks at the institutional
arrangements in other areas of government to
identify the conditions in which an advisory body,
separate from the policy maker and regulator,
is required. The situation in the energy sector
is then tested against these conditions. Finally,
the possible relationships between the Office
and existing institutions are explored, including
whether the Office could be set up within one of
these institutions or could be independent.

3.1	Precedent for
an independent
advisory body

The energy sector currently follows a tripartite
structure for specific issues but not for its overall
direction. For example the following advisory
bodies complement DECC and Ofgem:
–	the Committee on Climate Change advises on
decarbonisation;

Many areas of government employ a tripartite
structure where an advisory body complements
a policy making department and a regulator.
Vivid Economics reviewed twelve major areas of
government and found that nine had a tripartite
structure of an advisory body, policy maker and
regulator. As summarised in Table 2, a strong
tripartite structure, where advisory body, policy
maker and regulator interact, has been adopted
in financial stability, competition and business
regulation, immigration, social and children’s
services, environment, food and rural affairs
and transport. Other areas have a tripartite
structure but the advisory body and regulator
do not interact, often because the advisory body
focuses on a very specific issue while the regulator
has a more operational role. This is the case in
employee welfare and social security, and the
legal system. It is also the case in public spending,
where the OBR, as advisory body, analyses the
sustainability of public finances, while the NAO,
as regulator, reviews specific instances of public
spending. Areas without a tripartite structure,
such as education, health and international aid, are
particularly focused on the public provision
of services.
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The following sub-sections describe the
conditions for a tripartite structure, and test
the energy sector against these conditions.
First, Section 3.1.1 describes the conditions for
an advisory body separate from the policy maker,
such as an independent Office of Energy working
alongside DECC. Then Section 3.1.2 describes the
conditions for an advisory body separate from
the regulator, such as an independent Office
working alongside Ofgem. Finally, Section 3.1.3
describes the conditions for a regulator separate
from the policy maker, such as Ofgem working
alongside DECC.
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–	the Fuel Poverty Advisory Group advises on
fuel poverty;
–	The EMR Technical Panel provides scrutiny of
National Grid’s capacity assessments; and
–	the Oil and Gas Authority works with
government and industry on maximising the
economic benefit of UK oil and gas reserves.
The Office of Energy would be an advisory body
for the energy sector as a whole. The function
of the Office, as described in Section 2, spans all
of energy, recognising that energy is too often
considered within policy silos rather than as a
system. Many stakeholders see this as a critical
issue. The Office would not remove the need for
advice on specific issues, although advice on
specific issues could be housed within the Office.

Terms of Reference for the Office of Energy
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3.1.1	Conditions for an
advisory body separate
from the policy maker
The government has criteria for the existence of
independent advisory bodies. Government policy
is that public functions should be undertaken by a
body that is democratically accountable, such as a
department. The exceptions are Non-Departmental
Public Bodies (NDPBs). Their remit is periodically
reviewed using the Triennial Review guidance
(Cabinet Office, 2014). This states that: ‘a body
should only exist at arm’s length from government
as an NDPB if it meets one or more of three tests:
1.	it performs a technical function which needs
external expertise to be delivered – for
example a function that could not be delivered
in a department by civil servants, and where
it would not be appropriate to recruit staff
with the necessary skills to the department to
undertake the function;
2.	its activities need to be, and be seen to be,
delivered with absolute political impartiality
– for example where political involvement, or
perceived involvement, could adversely affect
commercial considerations, growth, or the
financial markets, or could lead to criticism of
partiality; or
3.	it needs to act independently of Ministers to
establish facts and/or figures with integrity
– for example in the compilation of National
Statistics.’
Current energy institutions could perform
the technical functions of the Office, but lack
the incentive to do so. As discussed further in
Section 3.2, current energy institutions have the
information and analytical skills to undertake the
activities of the Office. However, it is either not
within their mandate and/or politically challenging
for them to do so. Furthermore, stakeholders,
and departmental reviews such as National Audit
Office (2013), have expressed concern that DECC
lacks the skills relative to the range and challenge
of its portfolio, especially with the increase in
decisions required by EMR. But the major concern
of stakeholders is the lack of transparency, and
perception of political influence, under which such
decisions are currently made, rather than the
technical ability to make robust decisions.
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The primary value of an independent Office
would be to deliver its activities with impartiality.
The need for an independent advisory body is
primarily to provide an institutional setting where
current technical functions can be effective.
Stakeholders’ primary concern is that policy
making can be influenced more by short term
political objectives than by the long term objective
of delivering energy that is both secure, and
affordable, and low carbon. Therefore long term
investments are riskier, and so less is invested at a
higher cost, to the detriment of economic growth.
While an independent Office would not limit policy
makers’ choices, its analysis would make the
effects of those choices clear. Any trade-offs would
then be transparent for stakeholders, so a change
in policy would require clear justification and this
may encourage policy making that, on the balance
of the evidence, supports long term objectives.

3.1.2	Conditions for an
advisory body separate
from the regulator
There are three functions that describe the
relationship between advisory bodies and
regulators. Our analysis characterises these
functions as:
–	the advisory body provides a strategic view
relative to the regulator’s case-by-case
perspective;
–	the separation of policy enforcement from
policy advice is needed to prevent market
participants from facing and/or perceiving a
conflict of interest; and
–	the advisory body provides expertise outside
the regulator’s skill set.

The integrity of facts and figures in energy
is not in question but the integrity of their
presentation, and assumptions underlying
estimates, is often questioned by stakeholders.
Stakeholders do not doubt the integrity of energy
statistics, such as those provided in DUKES.
Stakeholders’ concerns regarding integrity are
that, first, there is no clear and trusted source of
information that brings together facts and figures
on performance against policy objectives, and
so discussion lacks clarity and balance. Second,
stakeholders have concerns regarding the integrity
of analysis that relies on assumptions as well as
facts. For example, in estimates of savings to
household bills from energy efficiency policy there
is inconsistency between projections from DECC,
Ofgem and the CCC. Presentation and projections
require judgement and therefore have scope for
being influence. Independence would enable the
body making these judgements to make them
with integrity.

The Office could provide a strategic view.
Ofgem’s key function is to be an economic
regulator, although it also has a large number
of other responsibilities, as illustrated by the
dendrogram which maps these out, in the Annex,
showing that most of its responsibilities concern
delivery of policies rather than consideration of
strategic issues. In addition to Ofgem, there are
also a number of issue-specific advisory bodies,
such as the CCC and the Fuel Poverty Action
Group. However, neither of these provides a
high level view across all issues, while this is a
role that advisory bodies provide in almost all
of the other sectors considered. Furthermore,
the recent establishment of the National
Infrastructure Commission would appear to be
an acknowledgement that there is insufficient
strategic analysis of infrastructure needs in energy.
The Office, perhaps as part of the NIC, could
provide this role.
The Office would not have significant expertise
outside Ofgem’s skill set, but it would be able to
deploy this expertise without causing conflicts
with its other responsibilities. Ofgem contains the
skills needed for the Office’s activities. However,
the Office’s activities are different from Ofgem’s
current functions, and if Ofgem were to undertake
these activities it could be brought into conflict
with the market participants that it regulates. This
is because the activities of the Office, accounting
for performance and providing transparency,
would be used to inform policy decisions that
could have commercial consequences for market
participants, which Ofgem would have to enforce.
The choice by DECC to have an independent
Panel, rather than Ofgem, review National Grid’s
capacity assessments for EMR suggests that
DECC recognises the possible conflicts of a
regulator informing policy while also overseeing its
implementation. This issue is recognised
in other sectors, for example, within financial
stability, market participants are closely regulated
by the Prudential Regulation Authority but the
Financial Policy Committee works as a separate
advisory body.
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Table 2.	Many areas of government employ a tripartite structure where an advisory body complements a policy
making department and a regulator
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3.1.3	Conditions for a
regulator separate from
the policy maker
There are three functions that describe the
relationship between policy makers and
regulators. Our analysis characterised these
functions as:
–

the regulator inspects public services; or

–

the regulator translates policy into rules; and

–

the regulator enforces rules.

Ofgem primarily translates policy into rules and
enforces these rules. As Ofgem is the regulator of
a liberalised market, there are no public services
for it to inspect, in contrast to education, for
example. Ofgem has a similar relationship to
DECC as other regulators do to their departments.
However, stakeholders and the CMA have concerns
that there is not enough separation between
Ofgem and DECC, and that Ofgem’s role is not
clearly limited to translating policy into rules and
then enforcing them. The establishment of an
independent Office could provide an opportunity to
clarify institutional roles within the energy sector.

3.2	The role of existing
energy institutions
This section considers whether current
institutions could provide the functions of the
Office. Section 3.1 describes the precedent for an
independent advisory body and considers whether
these conditions are met in the energy sector.
This shows that the energy sector has the same
need for a tripartite structure as other areas of
government, in particular to provide an impartial
source of information on policy performance
and technical decisions for the energy sector
as a whole. However, it is important to consider
whether existing energy institutions could provide
the functions of the Office, given the increased
complexity of policy making and additional public
expenditure that an independent Office would
entail.
DECC, in an ideal world, would undertake the
activities of the Office, however the risk of
political interference, perceived or real, is too
great. The activities of the Office would support
effective policy making and draw on information
held by the policy maker. Therefore, ideally, these
activities would be closely integrated into the
policy making process. However, as explained
in Section 2.1, energy policy is not solely DECC’s
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concern. Private bodies, and public bodies beyond
DECC, are needed to deliver secure, clean and
affordable energy. This means that policy-relevant
information must be trusted by a wide range of
stakeholders. However, stakeholders perceive
that DECC does not always have the incentive
to be clear and transparent about performance
against policy objectives, because it is judged on
this performance: that is to say it cannot credibly
assess its own performance. So, while DECC would
benefit from undertaking the activities of the
Office, the benefit to other stakeholders would be
diminished.
Ofgem could provide this information but may
find it difficult to provide it without introducing
conflict with its regulatory role. Ofgem is
formally independent of DECC so it could
technically provide impartial analysis. However,
Ofgem’s practical independence is questioned by
stakeholders and the CMA, and, more importantly,
it must work closely with market participants.
When this occurs in other areas of government,
an independent advisory body provides a helpful
separation of advice from enforcement, and a
strategic view, away from the case-load of the
regulator. If the roles of the Office were to be
incorporated into Ofgem, this might be limited
to the narrowest scope outlined in Section 2.3:
providing an account of recent performance,
based on statistical sources, as this would be the
set of information least open to dispute. Other
activities of the Office, such as projecting future
performance or supporting operational or strategic
policy decisions, require judgement that could be
called into question. Therefore, if the Office is to
have a more substantial role than just accounting
for recent performance, an independent body may
be best.
The CCC’s focus on decarbonisation ought not
to be disturbed and it may not be perceived
as neutral on the balance between security,
affordability and decarbonisation. Stakeholders
respect the CCC’s technical analysis and it has
published research on relevant topics such as
the components of energy bills. This suggests it
could deliver the role of the Office. However, some
stakeholders value its focus on decarbonisation,
while some stakeholders, not necessarily different
ones, argue that it cannot credibly comment on
security and affordability as these can be in tension
with decarbonisation. As energy is not solely
defined by decarbonisation and decarbonisation is
not solely an energy issue, if the Office were to be
incorporated into the CCC this could disturb the
CCC’s focus and its analysis could be perceived
to lack impartiality. Furthermore, both topics:
decarbonisation and energy system performance,

are substantial enough that separate bodies could
be justified. Yet, there is a risk that an independent
Office would duplicate the activities of the CCC.
This could be managed by a clear definition of
roles in the ToR: the CCC focuses on the low
carbon transition while the Office considers energy
sector as a whole, and by arranging a degree of
cooperation and information exchange.
The EMR Panel of Technical Experts is a
recognition by DECC of the need for an advisory
body, but its role may need strengthening.
The Panel provides a useful function, but its
limited resources mean that it arguably provides
insufficient scrutiny for the level of public spending
arising from the recommendations it reviews.
Also, its role is currently limited to considering
recommendations from National Grid. DECC makes
a greater number of technical decisions regarding
EMR, as discussed in Section 2.2, yet these are not
subject to similar external review. Effective review
of DECC’s decisions is a much greater institutional
challenge as external analysis would only be
able to focus on technical aspects, and could not
comment on policy. However, there is no reason
to suppose that a review of DECC’s decisions is
less worthwhile than a review of National Grid’s
recommendations, and it is something that some
stakeholders would welcome. If the Panel were
to deliver this activity, then it would need more
resources, and it may need to report to a body
other than DECC, such as Parliament, as this would
enable it to review DECC’s technical assumptions
without influence.

information rather than procurement of new data.
It can therefore rely on other institutions as long
as it has sufficient powers to access and query
their data. One of its roles could then be to work
with other bodies to improve the consistency of
information. Alternatively, the Office could assume
responsibility for some data, especially projections
and estimates, as its independence would improve
the credibility of such outputs. Other institutions
would no longer require these functions as they
could use the Office’s information, in the same way
that departments use the OBR’s information, so
duplication would be avoided and there may even
be savings.
The activities of the Office are relevant across
departments. Current energy institutions are,
appropriately, most responsive to stakeholders
within the energy sector. However, energy policy
has implications across departments, and this
situation is likely to increase as decarbonisation
intensifies. Stakeholders suggest that an
energy institution that is responsive to crossdepartmental concerns would deliver value, for
example by identifying lower cost decarbonisation
opportunities in one department’s jurisdiction that
can only be taken advantage of by a change of
policy elsewhere. Such an institution could answer
to a broader body than the Secretary of State
for Energy and Climate Change, for example, the
Cabinet Office.

The National Infrastructure Commission is
a recognition by the Treasury of the need
for a strategic view on energy and other
infrastructure. While details of the NIC’s operation
are not yet available, the NIC could provide
support for strategic energy policy decisions. It is
not necessarily problematic for this activity to be
separated from the other activities of the Office,
as the skills required and timeframe of analysis
are quite different. However, the activities of the
NIC would benefit from careful delineation from
other energy concerns. Section 2.2 suggests
that the NIC could identify long term technology,
business model and EU regulatory trends, consider
the impact of these trends on energy sources
and uses, and provide advice on policy changes
across departments and required infrastructure
investments.
An independent Office could work with existing
institutions, particularly in collecting data, or
take on these data roles. The value of the Office
comes from critical appraisal and synthesis of
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In summary, current energy institutions could
perform the technical functions of the Office,
but may lack the incentives to do so. The skills
to deliver the activities of the Office exist within
current institutions, but if these were to host
all the functions of the Office, there could be
conflicts of incentives, as they would be reporting
on their own performance. This could undermine
the primary purpose of the Office, to enhance
confidence by providing trusted and clear
analysis. Careful distribution of the roles could
somewhat mitigate this, for example Ofgem
could provide an account of recent performance,
while the NIC could support strategic policy
decisions. However, the other possible activities
of the Office, providing projections of future
performance and supporting operational policy
decisions, are likely to require the impartiality
that an independent body provides. The question
is whether the value of delivering these activities
with impartiality outweighs the increased
complexity of policy making and additional public
expenditure that an independent Office would
entail, and if so, whether it is better to house all
of the suggested activities of the Office in one
institution.
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3.3	Resource requirements
and savings of the Office
The Office of Energy would be a small body.
The Office would focus on analysis of the energy
system, including projections and the technical
analysis required to implement policy. It would
not evaluate the merits of policy nor make policy
recommendations. It is therefore similar to bodies
such as the OBR and the CCC, requiring similar
amounts of resource.
Twenty to forty people with an annual budget of
£2-4 million is likely to be sufficient. In 2014-15,
the OBR had three committee members plus two
further non-executive board members, an advisory
panel of nine, and a permanent staff of
19 civil servants, with a total budget of £2 million.
The CCC has a committee of eight, plus the
adaptation sub-committee, and a secretariat of
23 analytical staff, 6 support staff and a secondee,
with a total budget of £4 million. If the Office
were an independent body, it could have a
similar structure of a committee, advisory board
and secretariat, including a team of technical
specialists, and would therefore require a similar
level of resources of 20-40 people, with an annual
budget of £2-4 million. If the Office were not
independent then resource requirements would
be smaller as it would share resources with its
parent body. However, the Office would still require
sufficient resources to make it an effective body, so
the saving from hosting the Office within another
institution is unlikely to be very large.

3.4	Key issues on the
institutional form of the
Office that a ToR must
address
There are three sets of issues on the institutional
form of the Office that a ToR must address. These
cover the principles of operation the institutional
form of the Office should support, clarity on
relationships with existing institutions and the
options for how to distribute activities across
institutions. These are summarised below.
The institutional form of the Office should
support:
–	impartial analysis of topics where political
involvement, real or perceived, could adversely
affect commercial or economic growth
prospects;
–	integrity in the presentation of statistics and
the calculation of estimates; and
–

a strategic view of the sector.

The relationship between the Office and existing
institutions must be clear on the following issues:
–

the degree of data sharing;

–	the degree to which the Office takes over
responsibilities for providing data;
–	the degree to which the Office considers
cross-departmental energy issues; and
–	the responsibilities of the Office relative to
other institutions, in particular the CCC.
The distribution of activities across institutions
should consider the case for:
–	Ofgem providing an account of recent
performance;
–

the NIC supporting strategic policy decisions;

–	the value of impartial projections of future
performance and support for operational
policy decisions relative to the costs of an
independent Office; and
–	the value of housing all of the suggested
activities of the Office in an independent
body if this is established, relative to placing
functions across Ofgem, the NIC and
the Office.
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4 Terms of Reference
Three options to deliver the range of required functions

A ToR provides a clear and actionable description
of the Office’s function and form. Sections 2 and
3 present a set of issues that a ToR must address
if the Office is to be a successful institution. This
section first describes the elements of a best
practice ToR, then presents three ToR’s that give
a detailed description of how the functions of the
Office could be delivered within an appropriate
form.

4.1 Elements of a ToR
A best practice ToR has nine elements. A ToR is
a short document that describes what a body will
do – its function, and how the body will be set up
to deliver its function – its form. Vivid Economics
reviewed the ToRs and founding documents of
twelve public bodies to identify the components
that an Office of Energy ToR should include. The
eight elements a ‘best practice’ ToR should cover,
divided into function and form categories, are:
Function:
–	purpose: a concise, clear and actionable
statement describing why the body exists;
–	activities: the key tasks that the body must
undertake to deliver its purpose;
–	outputs: the mandated reports the body
must provide and rules describing whether
discretionary outputs are permitted and what
topics they may cover; and

4.2 The options

These options are additive. That is to say that
option one could be combined with option two
and so on. If options are to be combined, then all
elements except location and accountability are
additive, so, for example, a combination of options
one and two would require 10+25=35 people.
However, the location and accountability of a
combined option is not additive, but would likely be
as follows:

The three options for the Office of Energy
focus, in turn, on recent performance, future
performance and strategic priorities for the
energy system. Table 3 describes each option
across the eight elements, and provides an
explanation for each choice. In summary, the
options can be described as follows:
Option One:
the Office keeps an account of the UK’s recent
performance in delivering an affordable, secure
and low carbon energy supply, as a function within
Ofgem.
Option Two:
the Office analyses the future performance in
delivering an affordable, secure and low carbon
energy supply, and provides analysis of the energy
system to support the implementation of policy,
operating as an independent Non-Departmental
Public Body.
Option Three:
the Office provides strategic advice on energy
technology, business models and EU regulatory
trends, the implications of these trends for an
affordable, secure and low carbon energy supply,
and resulting infrastructure priorities, as a function
of the National Infrastructure Commission.

–	audience: description of whom outputs are
intended for, which groups would be consulted
and rules governing public statements by the
body or its members.
Form:
–	location: whether the body is independent
from, or within, other public bodies;
–	accountability: to whom the body reports,
often either the Secretary of State, the Cabinet
Office, or Parliament, and the legislation,
regulation or policy that establishes the body;
–	principles of operation: statement of values
that describe how the body will work, for
example this may emphasise independence,
transparency or technical excellence; and
–	human and financial resources: indicative
statement of the structure and size of
the body.
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–	Option 1 plus 2: an independent nondepartmental public body, accountable to
Parliament;
–	Option 2 plus 3: an independent nondepartmental public body, accountable to
Parliament;
–	Option 1 plus 3: a function within the National
Infrastructure Commission, accountable to the
Cabinet Office.
Finally, all or some options could be established at
the same time.
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Table 3.

The three options for the Office of Energy focus,
in turn,
recent
performance,
future
performance
strategic
forperformance,
the energy system
Table
3. onThe
three
options for the
Office
of Energy and
focus,
in turn,priorities
on recent
future performance and strategic priorities for the energy system

Element of the ToR

Option One

Element of the ToR Option Two
Option One

Option Three
Option Two

Option Three

Description

Provide strategic advice on energy
Analyse the future delivery of an affordable,
Analyse
the implications
future delivery
of an affordable,
Keep an account of the UK’s delivery of an
technology
trends, the
of these
Keep
an
account
of
the
UK’s
delivery
of an
secure and low carbon energy supply, and
secure
and
low
carbon
energy
affordable, secure and low carbon energy Description affordable, secure and low carbon energy
trends for an affordable, secure and low supply, and
provide projections of the energy system
provide
projections
of the energy system
supply
carbon energy
supply,
and resulting
supplyto implement policy
that are required
that
are
required
to
implement policy
infrastructure priorities

Provide strategic advice on energy
technology trends, the implications of these
trends for an affordable, secure and low
carbon energy supply, and resulting
infrastructure priorities

Explanation

Purpose
The aim of this option is to provide a
The aim of this option is to provide clear and The aim ofThe
this aim
option
is tooption
improve
theprovide clear and The aim of this option is to improve the
of this
is to
strategic, ‘whole system’ perspective on
trusted evidence on recent performance, so
transparency
of policy
decisions
by performance, so
trusted
evidence
on recent
transparency
of policy
decisions by
energy to identify
disruptive
technologies,
that stakeholders have a fact base on whichExplanation
providing independent
inputshave
and making
that stakeholders
a fact base onbusiness
which models
providing
independent
inputs and making
and regulatory trends,
the future cost,
security
carbon
to discuss the relative importance of energy
to discuss
theand
relative
importance of support
energy timely
the future
cost,
security
and carbon
investment and provide
implicationspolicy
of policies
clear
policy priorities
priorities
implications
of policies
investors with
longer term
signals clear

The aim of this option is to provide a
strategic, ‘whole system’ perspective on
energy to identify disruptive technologies,
business models and regulatory trends,
support timely investment and provide
investors with longer term signals

Description

1. Analyse long term developments in
energy technologies, efficiency, demand
side response,
business
and EUof the
1. Forecast future performance of the
1. Forecast
futuremodels
performance
regulatory
trends
‘balanced
given current
and
‘balanced scorecard’ given current and
1. Keep a regularly updated ‘balanced
1. scorecard’
Keep a regularly
updated
‘balanced
Analyse theproposed
effect of policies
these (but not for alternative
proposed policies
(but of
not
for alternative
scorecard’ of recent performance, which
scorecard’
recent
performance,2.which
developments
on
least-cost
policy options)
policy options) delivery of
attributes historical changes in
attributes historical changes in
government
2. Project keyperformance
policy inputs,tosuch
as energy
2. Projectacross
key policy
inputs, such as energy
performance to causes in a clear and
causes
in a clear andpolicy objectives
departments
demand and
prices,
LCF
spend
Description
demand
and
prices,
LCF spend
concise way
concise way
3.
Advise
on
infrastructure
options
across
3.
Scrutinise
National
Grid’s
capacity
3. Scrutinise National Grid’s
capacity
2. Analyse the consistency of energy
2. Analyse the consistency of energy
the
whole
energy
system,
where
recommendations
recommendations
information currently provided and work
information currently provided and work
levelthe
and
mix
4. On request,with
advise
the Secretary
of
4. Onincludes
request, the
advise
Secretary
of
with providers to understand causes of
providers
to understand
causesinfrastructure
of
of
generation
capacity,
energy
efficiency,
State
on
the
performance
implications
of
State
on
the
performance
implications
of
inconsistency
inconsistency
Activities
network and
interconnection
investment,
alternative policy options
alternative
policy options
supply chains and innovation support
4. Prioritise the infrastructure options

1. Analyse long term developments in
energy technologies, efficiency, demand
side response, business models and EU
regulatory trends
2. Analyse the effect of these
developments on least-cost delivery of
policy objectives across government
departments
3. Advise on infrastructure options across
the whole energy system, where
infrastructure includes the level and mix
of generation capacity, energy efficiency,
network and interconnection investment,
supply chains and innovation support
4. Prioritise the infrastructure options

Explanation

Activities will take technical analysis with
Activities will
involvewill
identifying
Activities
take technical analysis with
bearing on public spending, other
disruptive/transformational
and, other
more
bearing on publictrends
spending,
Activities will consist of bringing together
government
departments
and market
importantly,government
understanding
the implication
of
Activities
will consist
of bringing together
departments
and market
recent statistics within a consistent
participantsrecent
out ofstatistics
DECC and
Ofgem
into an these trends
on delivering
objectives
within
a consistent
participants
out policy
of DECC
and Ofgem into an
independent
and transparent
Office,
the system
and identifying
infrastructure
that will take
framework to generate the energy system Explanation
framework
to generate
thewith
energy
independent
and transparent
Office, with the
account
aim of providing
policy makers with the
advantage aim
of these
trends. policy
A stronger
rolewith the
account
of providing
makers
information and commitment to proactively
includes the
prioritisation
infrastructure
information
andofcommitment
to proactively
identify and avoid adverse consequences
options
identify and avoid adverse consequences

Activities will involve identifying
disruptive/transformational trends and, more
importantly, understanding the implication of
these trends on delivering policy objectives
and identifying infrastructure that will take
advantage of these trends. A stronger role
includes the prioritisation of infrastructure
options

Purpose

Activities
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The three options for the Office of Energy focus,
in turn,
recent
performance,
performance
strategic
priorities
for performance,
the energy system
Table
3. on The
three
options for future
the Office
of Energyand
focus,
in turn,
on recent
future performance and strategic priorities for the energy system

Element of the ToR

Description

Option One

Option Three

1.

1. Annual advice on infrastructure priorities
in time for the Budget
2. Bi-annual report on disruptive energy
trends and implications for UK energy
3. Discretionary output to provide in-depth
analysis of key infrastructure needs

2.
3.
4.

Outputs

Option Three
Element of the ToROption TwoOption One
Option Two
1. A future scorecard, updated quarterly
1. A future scorecard, updated quarterly
2. An open letter
if
risks
to
performance
are
2. An open
letter if riskspriorities
to performance are
A quarterly scorecard of recent
1. A quarterly scorecard of recent 1. Annual advice
on infrastructure
forecast
forecast
performance
performance
in time for the Budget
3. Projections
key
policy
inputs,
updated is 2.
Projections
of key policy
inputs, updated
An open letter if performance is outside
2. ofAn
open
letter
if performance
outside
Bi-annual3.report
on disruptive
energy
in
line
with
the
decision
making
cycle
Description
line with the
making cycle
a policy-determined range
a policy-determined range
trends and in
implications
fordecision
UK energy
4. Reports currently
provided
by the
EMR
4.
Reports
currently
provided
by the EMR
An annual report on the consistency of
3. An annual
report
on the
consistency
of
3. Discretionary output to provide in-depth
Technical Panel
Technical
Panel
energy information
energy information
analysis of key infrastructure needs
5. No discretionary
outputs except
at the
5. No discretionary outputs except at the
No discretionary outputs
4. No discretionary
outputs
Outputs
request of the Secretary of State
request of the Secretary of State

Explanation

Report on energy trends would not be too
As this option supports operational policy
As this option supports operational policy
The scorecard would be frequent to keep it
The scorecard would be frequent tofrequent
keep it so that analysis is in-depth,
making its outputs need to follow that
making its outputs need to follow that
although
advice would follow policy making
relevant, while improving consistency of
relevant, while improving consistency
of
timescale. No discretionary outputs except
timescale. No discretionary outputs except
Discretionary outputs allowed
information is a longer term project. No
Explanation information is a longer term project. timescale.
No
when requested to keep this option focused
when requested to keep this option focused
given areas of interest cannot be known
discretionary outputs due to this option’s
discretionary outputs due to this option’s
on its purpose of supporting policy
on its purpose of supporting policy
ahead of time and are unlikely to be directly
limited scope
limited scope
implementation
implementation
political

Report on energy trends would not be too
frequent so that analysis is in-depth,
although advice would follow policy making
timescale. Discretionary outputs allowed
given areas of interest cannot be known
ahead of time and are unlikely to be directly
political

Description

A wide audience including the media,
politicians, consumer and industry
associations, and energy firms

Primarily DECC
andaudience
stakeholders
affected
A wide
including
the media,
Primarily DECC and stakeholders affected
Cabinet, investors and energy sector
by DECC’s policies,
with
a wider audience
Description
politicians,
consumer
and industry
by DECC’s policies, with a wider audience
stakeholders with longer term perspectives
for the forecast
of the balanced
scorecard
associations,
and energy
firms
for the forecast of the balanced scorecard

Cabinet, investors and energy sector
stakeholders with longer term perspectives

Explanation

As the focus is on providing an
evidence
Audience
base for energy stakeholder discussions,
the audience would be wide, and the
outputs of the Office would need to be
accessible to all stakeholders

As the focus is on future developments and
As the focus is on future developments and
As the focus is on longer term, strategic
As the focus is on providing an evidence
inputs to operational policy decisions, the
inputs to operational policy decisions, the
infrastructure, the interested audience would
base for energy stakeholder discussions,
audience would be technical and include
audience would be technical and include
Explanation the audience would be wide, and thebe limited to cabinet-level decision makers
those affected by energy policy, although
those affected by energy policy, although
and long term investors and decision
outputs of the Office would need to be
the Office would need to be able to explain
the Office would need to be able to explain
makers in the private sector
accessible to all stakeholders
its work to a wider group of stakeholders
its work to a wider group of stakeholders

As the focus is on longer term, strategic
infrastructure, the interested audience would
be limited to cabinet-level decision makers
and long term investors and decision
makers in the private sector

Description

Within Ofgem or as a small committee and
An independent
non-departmental
public
Within
Infrastructure
Within
Ofgem or as a small
committee
andthe National
An independent
non-departmental public
Description
secretariat
body
Commissionbody
secretariat

Within the National Infrastructure
Commission

Explanation

The purpose and activities are of a small
The purpose and activities are of a small
enough scale that an independent body
An independent
body
is required
the
The activities
suited to the
National
enough
scale
that an as
independent
body
Anare
independent
body
is required as the
Location
could not be justified unless a lack of
value of thiscould
optionnot
comes
from providing
Infrastructure
Commission’s
stated
purpose,
value
of this option
comes
from providing
be justified
unless a lack of
independence would undermine the Office’s Explanation
transparency
and independent
assessment
the NICtransparency
provides an opportune,
independence
would
undermine theand
Office’s
and independent assessment
of technical outputs,
assumptions
withcase
an impact
oncommittee
politically supported,
body
to deliver these
outputs, in which case a small committee
in which
a small
of technical
assumptions
with an impact on
stakeholdersmay
beyond
activities stakeholders beyond DECC
may strike the balance between impartiality
strikeDECC
the balance between impartiality
and cost
and cost

The activities are suited to the National
Infrastructure Commission’s stated purpose,
and the NIC provides an opportune,
politically supported, body to deliver these
activities

Audience

Location
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The three options for the Office of Energy focus,
in turn,
recent
performance,
future
performance
strategic
the energy system
Table
3. onThe
three
options for the
Office
of Energy and
focus,
in turn,priorities
on recentforperformance,
future performance and strategic priorities for the energy system

Element of the ToR

Option One

Element of the ToR Option Two
Option One

Option Three

To the Cabinet
Office
To Parliament

To the Cabinet Office

To the Secretary of State

Explanation

This option’s activities in providing
This option’s
activities
have crossThis
option’swill
activities
in providing
This option’s activities are limited enough
This option’s activities are limited enough
Accountability
transparency to policy decisions means it
departmental
consequences,
anddecisions
Cabinet ismeans it
transparency
to policy
that members of government beyond DECC
that members of government beyond DECC
must answer to a higher authority than
a well-placed
to answer
managetosuch
issues.
The than
must
a higher
authority
are unlikely to maintain an active interest, so
Explanation are unlikely to maintain an active interest, so
DECC to insulate it from (perceived) political purpose ofDECC
this option
is niche
so making
it
to insulate
it from
(perceived)
political
it will be most effective if it is accountable to
it will be most effective if it is accountable to
interference, and the public expenditure it
accountable
to Parliament
createexpenditure
an
interference,
andwould
the public
it
the direct users of the information
the direct users of the information
informs may be of interest to Parliament
unnecessary
burden
informs may be of interest to Parliament

This option’s activities will have crossdepartmental consequences, and Cabinet is
a well-placed to manage such issues. The
purpose of this option is niche so making it
accountable to Parliament would create an
unnecessary burden

Description

Technical expertise and clear
communication

Long term vision, careful analysis and a
consultative approach

Explanation

Principles of
Technical expertise is required for
Long term Technical
vision is required
to is
identify
newfor
expertise
required
Technical expertise is required to judge and
Technical expertise is required to judge and
operation
forecasting. Commitments to independence
developments,
but this Commitments
must be supported
forecasting.
to independence
synthesise data, while clear communication
synthesise data, while clear communication
and transparency are required to give
by careful analysis
and a consultative
Explanation
and transparency
are required to give
is required to reach the wide audience of
is required to reach the wide audience of
members of the Office a mandate to provide approach to
advise on
policy
and to provide
members
of the
the best
Office
a mandate
this option
this option
critical analysis
investmentcritical
response
to these developments
analysis

Long term vision is required to identify new
developments, but this must be supported
by careful analysis and a consultative
approach to advise on the best policy and
investment response to these developments

Description

Medium: 10-20 people if within the NIC,
Low: 10 people, possibly transferring staff
High: up toLow:
20-30
beto
new
roles
so savings
10people,
people,including
possibly atransferringthese
staff will largely
High: up
20-30
people,
including a
from current statistical roles within DECC Description
Committee,from
withcurrent
possibly
significant
transfer
elsewhere Committee,
will be limited.
resources
statistical
roles
within DECC
withMore
possibly
significant transfer
and Ofgem
of roles from
and Ofgem
may be needed
onfrom
an ad-hoc
to
andDECC
Ofgem
of roles
DECCbasis
and Ofgem
consider specific infrastructure challenges

Medium: 10-20 people if within the NIC,
these will largely be new roles so savings
elsewhere will be limited. More resources
may be needed on an ad-hoc basis to
consider specific infrastructure challenges

Explanation

Activities involve significant technical
Activities involve significant technical
expertise that will need to deliver regularly to The activities
would be
not
expertise
thatstrategic
will needand
to deliver
regularly to
The activities are of a small enough scale
facilitate policy
decisions,are
soofa a
high
level
of
involve substantial
but theso
scope
The activities
small
enough
scale
facilitate modelling,
policy decisions,
a high level of
that resource requirements are low,
resource isthat
needed.
As this
option is are low, is large and
complex,
on balance
resource
requirements
resource
is so
needed.
As this option is
Explanation
providing analysis
delivered
requirements
wouldcurrently
be moderate,
although they would not be so low as to
althoughcurrently
they would
not be within
so low asresource
to
providing analysis
delivered within
DECC andmake
Ofgem,
could be made
especially DECC
as some
secretariat
functions
make the Office ineffective
thesavings
Office ineffective
and
Ofgem, savings
could be made
by transferring these roles, rather than
would be pooled
with other
NIC roles,
functions
by transferring
these
rather than
replicating them
replicating them

The activities would be strategic and not
involve substantial modelling, but the scope
is large and complex, so on balance
resource requirements would be moderate,
especially as some secretariat functions
would be pooled with other NIC functions

Principles of
operation

Resources

To Parliament
Description
To the Secretary of State

Option Three
Option Two

Description

Accountability

Source:
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Technical expertise,
and
Technical independence
expertise and clear
Description
transparency
communication

Resources

Vivid Economics

Source:
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Long term Technical
vision, careful
analysis
and a
expertise,
independence
and
consultative
approach
transparency

Vivid Economics
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5 Conclusions
Some functions of the Office could be delivered by existing institutions
but an independent Office is justified for others
The Office has a clear purpose and set of
activities. The purpose of the Office is threefold:
1) 	to improve trust by providing an authoritative
account of the performance of policy
objectives;
2) 	to provide transparency on the outcomes of
policy, regulatory and market developments
on public and private objectives; and
3) 	to enhance policy predictability by providing
foresight on the balance between policy
objectives, so that emerging challenges can be
proactively managed.
Four main activities fulfil this purpose:
1) 	accounting for recent energy system
performance, in terms of security, affordability
and decarbonisation;
2)

projecting future energy system performance;

3) 	providing transparent analysis to support
policy implementation; and
4) 	advising on strategic policy and infrastructure
decisions.
The scope of the Office would be limited. It would
work within pre-agreed terms and it would not
comment on policies or recommend alternatives.
However, its outputs would likely be used to inform
political decisions.
Existing bodies can deliver some of the activities
of the Office. Current energy institutions have the
skills to host all the functions of the Office, but if
they were to do so there could be conflicts with
their incentives to provide unbiased analysis, or
with their mandates, for example the mandate
of the CCC. Careful distribution of the roles could
mitigate this, with Ofgem providing an account
of recent performance (Option One) and the NIC
offering strategic policy and infrastructure advice
(Option Three).

An independent body is required to project
performance and provide transparent analysis
to support policy implementation. This is Option
Two of the ToRs. These two activities are likely
to require the impartiality that an independent
body provides because projections require
judgement, which could otherwise be influenced,
and transparency is best achieved when the body
has no incentive to be opaque. The question is
whether the value of delivering these activities with
impartiality outweighs the increased complexity of
policy making and additional public expenditure
that an independent Office would entail.
An independent Office could be justified
according to existing government criteria.
An independent Office of Energy would provide
DECC with an impartial source of information on
expected policy performance and for technical
decisions for the energy sector as a whole.
An impartial source is required for two main
reasons. First, to increase the transparency of
policy, regulatory and market developments
so that stakeholders can debate whether the
future balance between security, affordability
and decarbonisation is appropriate or whether
proactive, timely adjustments to policy are justified.
Second, so that market participants trust technical
decisions and can, if they wish, work from the same
assumptions as policy makers. These two services
would reduce the risk to, and therefore cost of,
investments as the chance of reactive policy
making would be reduced, thereby satisfying the
government’s criteria for an independent body.
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The Annex contains two dendrograms, the first presents Ofgem’s responsibilities
and activities and the second presents DECC’s responsibilities and activities.
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Contact us:
Vivid Economics Limited

T: +44 (0)844 8000 254

Evergreen House North

E: enquiries@vivideconomics.com

160 Euston Road
London NW1 2DX
United Kingdom

Company Profile
Vivid Economics is a leading strategic economics consultancy with global reach. We strive
to create lasting value for our clients, both in government and the private sector, and for
society at large.
We are a premier consultant in the policy-commerce interface and resource- and
environment-intensive sectors, where we advise on the most critical and complex policy and
commercial questions facing clients around the world. The success we bring to our clients
reflects a strong partnership culture, solid foundation of skills and analytical assets, and
close cooperation with a large network of contacts across key organisations.
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